


This checklist includes everything a person
might need for a week in Cayo Romano . This
was compiled with help from several
anglers with years of experience in fishing
Cayo Romano .

We feel confident that if you have
everything on this list you won’t forget
anything important. Bear in mind that each
person on the trip may not require all items
on this list, but many may need them or will
want them along. For example, not all
members of the party need to carry reel
lube, as long as somebody on the trip has
some along.

If you notice something that is missing from
our checklist, please e-mail us and we’ll
add this to future editions.

THIS IS A FLY FISHING ZONE ONLY. ANY
ATTEMPT TO USE SPINNING RODS, LURES,
JIGGS OR ANY SIMILAR IS STRICTLY
FORBIDDEN BY MARINE PARK LAWS.

CAYO ROMANO
TRAVEL CHECKLIST



One Bonefish rod, a 9-foot rod for #8 or 9 weight line. An 8-weight rod is perfect
as many of the bones are in the 3-6 lb class and there is often wind to contend
with. On this rod you will want a good bonefish reel with enough capacity for
the line and 200 yards of 20 lb backing. You need a saltwater specific, tropical
temperature rated, weight forward floating line. All of the main fly line
manufacturers make a saltwater bonefish line. Be sure to bring a back up
floating line for bonefish. There is some coral on the ocean side flats, and many
flats have small mangrove roots and shoots that the bonefish run through and
around and this can shred a fly line.

Bring one back up rod for bonefish in case of breakage.

We suggest two - 9’ #10 Rods or one 9’ #9 and one 9’ #10 rod- since there are
so many species of fish in Cayo Romano, it helps to bring two 9 or 10 weight rods.
Then you can set one up specifically for permit, and have another set up for baby
tarpon or barracuda. Have individual reels for both these rods. You will want
weight forward, tropical saltwater lines for both rods, but it is a good idea to
bring one slow sinking line for the ten weight as well. Attach your lines to
backing with loop-to-loop connections making it easy to change lines out on the
flats. Your reels should have capacity for the line plus 150-200 yd. of 30 lb.
backing. All reels should be large arbor and feature a fully sealed drag system.

One - 9 foot #11 or 12 line rod for big tarpon, especially in the months of May
through July when larger tarpon are present. This rod needs to have a good
backbone and ability to fight and lift big tarpon.

For reels, pick a good tarpon reel with enough capacity for a 12 line and 150-200
yards of 30 lb. backing. A strong, smooth drag is necessary. All reels should be
large arbor and feature a fully sealed drag system.
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You will need a maximum of three lines for your large tarpon rod. A floating line,
an intermediate (slow sink), and a full fast sinking 400-500 grain for the big
channels which are up to 15 feet deep with strong tidal currents. All should
have loop-to-loop connections to your backing. Less experienced casters will
often do better with a floating line but the intermediate is perhaps the best all
around line to use in the deeper channels. Out on the shallower flats, a floating
line is a much better choice. Come prepared for whatever situation you may
encounter.

6 Bonefish leaders - 9-12 foot 12-16lb
2 Spools of bonefish tippet, 12lb and 16lb Fluorocarbon. Most of the time the
bonefish are not at all leader shy so it is an advantage to use heavier tippet.
Also, in Cayo Romano it is always possible to see and hook really big bones in the
9-12 lb. class. The heavier tippets will allow you to land many more fish and
handle them more easily when releasing them.
6 - Permit Leaders 9-12 foot, 16-20 lb Fluorocarbon
1 - Spool 16lb and 20lb Fluorocarbon tippet for permit

6-8 - Quick Change Tarpon leaders. OUR GUIDES ALWAYS RECOMMEND TO
MAKE YOUR LEADERS WITH A 60 LB FLUOROCARBON SHOCK TIPPET AND
THEN A SECTION OF 80 LB FLUOROCARBON TIPPET, WHERE YOU WILL TIE THE
FLY.

Some anglers prefer to use 3 feet of shock tippet so that you can use each
leader for several fish or re-tie on several different flies.

Bring spools of 40lb, 60lb, and 80lb Fluorocarbon for Tarpon. Leaders can be
built as needed out of this material.

*If you are looking a Tarpon record, bimini leaders must be used, this starts with
a 60lb section, then a 20lb fluorocarbon tippet, finally an 80lb.
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BONEFISH FLIES

Bring two to three dozen bonefish flies in various patterns for a week of fishing.
You need a mix of very light flies and medium weight flies (with bead chain eyes)
to fish in water depths from six inches to two feet. You’ll also need at least a half
dozen flies with heavy lead eyes for fishing bones in muds where the water can be
3-4 feet deep. Some of the best patterns are the Tan and Pearl Gotcha Shrimp,
White or tan Squimp, Bonefish Scampi, Mantis Shrimp/Spawning Shrimp
patterns, and of course the Crazy Charlie style flies. Sizes should be mostly #4’s
with a few #6’s and a few smaller #8’s. The bonefish can be selective, so be sure
to experiment with various patterns. Most flies should be darker patterns – tan
and brown but you also need some very light or white patterns for white sand
flats.

PERMIT FLIES

Bring 6-12 flies for permit; YOUR FIRST CHOICE ON THIS SELECTION MUST BE
AVALON PERMIT FLY, smaller permit crabs are also ideal for big bonefish. Some of
the most effective crab patterns here are the Perez Crabs/Sideswiper Crab in tan
or white (1/0 and 2), the Flexo Crab in size 2 and the Strong Arm Merkin Crab. Ep
Permit Crabs in olive or tan can be quite effective.

Mantis Shrimp patterns are also quite good, especially when you encounter
schools of “floaters”. These should be tied in size 2-4, and light colors mostly light
tan, white and olive.

TARPON FLIES

Keys style patterns in size 2/0 are very good on the flats for tarpon in the 15-50 lb.
class. The best patterns are the Orange/Yellow/Grizzly, Brown Cockroach, Black
Death and a White/Grizzly Cockroach Deceiver. Some of the new Enrico Puglisi
patterns have proven to be deadly too, especially the Black and Purple “Peanut
butter” in both 2/0 and 3/0, do not forget to bring the FFTRun Toad in 3/0. Other
good Enrico patterns are his White/Yellow, and the Backcountry brown as well as
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the brown and orange. If you are tying your own, tie all these tarpon flies on the
Gamakatsu SC-15 hooks, in either 2/0 or 3/0.

FLIES FOR OTHER SPECIES

In Cayo Romano there is terrific fishing for a variety of other flats fish like Mutton
Snappers, Jack Crevalle, Barracuda and sharks. Here are the flies you’ll need.

MUTTONS

Tarpon flies and snook flies in size 2/0 and will work best. Best colors seem to be
Brown/Orange, Mullet (green/black gray back and white underside) and the
Yellow/Orange/Grizzly tarpon fly

JACK CREVALLE

Larger tarpon flies are best, but any big crab pattern will work great too. You often
are fishing for other fish and don’t have time to switch, but if you can put on a
brown or black/purple Enrico in 3/0. Also, any popper will crush big Jacks.

The key is to cast close to these fast moving fish and strip the fly as fast as you
can.

CUDAS AND LEMON SHARKS

You should bring large flies for these species. Often sharks prefer a sardine style
olive over white or EP mullet streamer. The best patterns for barracuda are tied
with mylar flashabou tubing, with a green thread head to look like a needlefish.
These should be 1/0 and tied 8 inches long with a stinger hook. You also need to
carry knottable stainless steel wire in 30-50lb.
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Reel lube, drag lubricants

Large 6-8 inch forceps for releasing bonefish

6” Vise Grip Pliers - perfect for holding your tarpon flies
while you tie your Homer Rhode knots or sharpen them

Clippers and retractor

Pair - Sun gloves and stripping guards

Fly box for larger flies

Fine tooth hook file

2 Pr. Polarized Sunglasses - high quality Tan or brown lenses

Repair kit for glasses - screws, small screwdriver etc.

Spray bottle lens cleaning solution, lens tissues

Pr. Less expensive Polarized sunglasses for your guide!

Fly Line cleaner and line pad cleaner box

Fanny Pack for wade fishing

Simms back saver belt - good support for a long day on the flats

Rod/Reel repair kit with extra tip top guides, snake guides, ferrule
cement, rod winding thread, bobbin, small screwdrivers (not
necessary, but can come in handy in a pinch)

LED Head Lamp

Large tube Waterproof Sunscreen 50 SPF

Insect repellant - spray or lotion (do not forget this!!)

Saltwater fishing pliers

2 Morrell Saltwater foam fly boxes - 4.5” and 6”. (They float)
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(pack light as laundry can be done)

M
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AR In an effort to further strengthen our conservation initiatives with Blue

Sanctuary in the marine parks of Cuba, we highly suggest that each guest
brings with them a reusable bottle to refill with water during their week.
Through your cooperation with this request, we hope to significantly reduce the
use of single use plastics in the marine parks to eventually become plastic free
in the coming years.

4 - 6 Fishing Shirts - quick drying style. At least 2 Long sleeve

4 - 6 Cotton T-shirts if you use these

6 - 8 pr. Boxers or briefs

2 - 4 Pr. Light Weight, quick dry wading pants

2 - 4 Pr. Shorts, quick dry

6 Pr. Socks

2 Pr. Thin wet wading socks for your flats wading shoes

2 Flats Hats or caps

Breathable Light Weight Rain Jacket with hood

Breathable Light Weight Rain Pants

2 Belts for your shorts or pants. 1 should be waterproof

Boat Shoes with non-marking soles for wear in the flats skiffs

Pr. Sandals, flip-flops if you like these for wear at hotel

Flats Wading shoes
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after your dates of travel. Make two copies and put in your wallet and hand carry.

Airline tickets, Flight and trip itinerary

Your Cuban Visa, please check in your country ways to obtain it.

Any necessary OFAC forms and certificates (for US travelers only)

Money - The best bet is to bring Euros or Canadian Dollars. Remember
you will need cash for gratuities and guide tips. No credit cards are
accepted.

Since November 15, 2021 and by decision of the Cuban authorities, cash
payments for services and consumptions made in hotels, restaurants and
similar places within the country, have been eliminated. Instead, travelers
must buy a rechargeable card (TARJETA PREPAGO) upon arrival at the
airport when entering Cuba, which they will use to pay for their
consumption. These cards can only be purchased and loaded with CAD or
EUROS, so please make sure to bring this currency, as US Dollars are not
accepted.

This card can be recharged with the value that the traveler wishes, and in
some places, such as Cayo Romano hotels for example, it is possible to
add more money to the card, so we suggest buying it at the airport and
loading it with a minimum amount (100CAD for example) and then
recharge it as needed. In case you have leftovers on the card (not
consumed) at the end of your trip, you can request a refund of the amount
at the CADECA airport of departure from Cuba, prior to checking in for
your flight. Do not overcharge this card, as it can't be used outside of the
Cuban territory.

TIPS FOR FLY FISHING GUIDE AND FOR YACHT / HOTEL STAFF MEMBERS MUST
BE DELIVERED IN EUROS (EUR) OR USD, MAKE SURE TO EXCHANGE SOME
CURRENCY INTO ANY OF THESE BEFORE YOUR TRIP, AND SAVE IT FOR TIPPING
GUIDES AND STAFF, BASED ON THE FOLLOWING RECOMMENDATIONS:
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If you are satisfied with the service offered by your fishing guide, and it has met
your expectations, we suggest you leave a tip of 400 EURO/ 400 USD for the
fishing guide, this is PER SKIFF PER WEEK, so if you fish at shared skiff, the tip
would be of 200 EURO/ 200 USD per fisherman.

SUGGESTED GRATUITIES FOR THE YACHT / HOTEL STAFF MEMBERS:

We also suggest leaving a tip of 125 EURO/ 150 USD per guest per week for the
staff of your mother ship or hotel (maids, waitresses, crew, captain, manager,
etc.) that must be delivered directly to the cruise director or destination manager
at the end week.

All the guides are excellent fishermen and are very skilled at finding all species.
They are born and raised on these waters and know the ocean and the flats like
the backs of their hands. Nevertheless, many times, and because they are so
passionate about their work, they tend to be very direct which some may
misinterpret as being aggressive, but we ask you to comprehend their adrenaline
and excitement of the moment, and not to take this attitude as derogatory or
negative but as expressive and excitable. We assure you that we are continually
training to polish customer relations on the water and though it takes time we
believe that with your cooperation and opinions on this matter we will progress
quickly. We ask that you inform the head of staff in your Avalon destination, in
the case you are in disagreement with a guide's method or treatment. They will
take the proper measures. We thank you very much for understanding and
cooperation.



Cigarettes, chew or other tobacco products. Cigars you get in Cuba!

Torch or lighter for Cigars, cigar cutter (BUT NOT in your carry-on)

Chap Stick SPF 30 for your lips

Booze - bring in whatever else you like.

Moisturizer Cream like Intensive Care for your hands

Zap A Gap Super Glue for bad cuts, repairs

Anti-itch cream for insect bites

First aid kit- including bandages, waterproof adhesive tape

A kit with Antibiotics, Imodium AD etc. for emergencies

Aspirin, Motrin

Prescription medicines that you need to take

Eyeglasses, reading glasses

Contact lenses, lens solutions, wetting solution

2 Plug in wall conversion plugs to go from a std. 2 or 3 prong
110v. to 220v. in many of the hotels in Cuba

Cell phone - Remember your cell phone most likely won’t work
outside the US

Small LCD Flashlight

Shaving kit with all your normal items

Big bar of your favorite American soap for showers

Small pocket knife (remember to NOT put this in your carry-on!)

Fingernail clippers (NOT the kind with a blade nail file)

Zip lock bags (6-8 gallon size for cigars or camera gear)

Leather Cigar carriers or small humidor bag or case

Extra memory cards for your cameras

SLR or Digital SLR camera & lenses
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1 - 2 GB Flash Memory USB drive for transferring photos from one
computer to another

Waterproof cases for your cameras. Remember your charger,
extra flash cards, etc.

Small Digital camera (including charger and cords). Be sure to bring
a USB cord to download photos to your computer or iPod

DO NOT BRING A GPS or SATELLITE PHONE. These will be
confiscated by the Cubans if they find one on you. You can get it
back when you leave the country though

Video camera, charger

Playing cards, Cribbage board etc.

Misc. magazines or books to read on the trip

Laptop Computer, charger in a soft case

IPod or Mp3 player, headphones

6 - 10 CDR’s to burn for friends at the end of trip

Batteries for above gear or chargers

**This list is merely a series of recommendations for your packing
assistance. By no means are you required to bring everything on this list.
Bring what you think you will want for your needs when it comes to
clothing and personal items. HOWEVER, TRY TO FOLLOW THE
EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS VERY CLOSELY AS THERE ARE
EXTREMELY LIMITED SUPPLIES OF FISHING GEAR AND FLIES IN CUBA.
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